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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem . It was the purpose of this
study (1) to analyze seven Intermediate European background
history textbooks with regard to the period 410 A.D. to
1505 A.D,; (2) to compare these books by means of the fol-
lowing classifications; vocabulary difficulty, organization
and presentation, chronological sequence, topics mentioned,
people mentioned, pictures, and learning aids; (5) to derive
from each study conclusions concerning the historical value,
clarity. Integration, and teachability of each text; and
(4) to summarize these conclusions. Indicating the merits
and deficiencies of each text as they appear to the writer
In order to facilitate the choice of a text with regard to
the area studied.
Importance of the study . This problem grew out of the
writer’s experience In teaching this period of history at
the sixth grade level. The period up to the fall of Rome has
clearly marked time sequence, peoples, and events. From the
fall of Rome to the Renaissance, there Is no central core or
theme to the story of man’s progress. The Age of Chivalry,
the rise of the nations, the winning of liberty, the church,
and many others all Interweave. At any given period, one or
more Is dominant, but soon recedes as some other event
:i
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pAdiU to !5ao<rn^a Tils' ?I . st9lcio*i<? «rlS Jxii9aiati:Sri
nntocmoS aSe.Ci>©Dri0Sfll 95vX/>fU oS (i)
CJ -({.A Oli' ©xiS Cw dSiw Y,to?8xxl
*=>iiS to y.cJ a-’^oocf eeeriS ©'i^.q/noo oS (S) j.Ci.A. <jO?>X
nnj‘t«5Xfi?’V^o ,\jSJ:uo fttlr) i'^noXSaoitit ui o ga ?v-i
J
/GfiC.JSa?® Boiqos ,9on9up95 Xaoi.goIcTonilo t.'iolS.f'.SnQBS'tq j&ci?
i(
9*/l*rt’5 oS (o) ;c£Iii ;^nlr?*iB9X .&n.? ,89*tijXoIu ^ bender 9:1 i
./ujXsv Ijro 1-tcS aJf.'i sflJ gfi-tmooiioo eiio.ta;.flTnoo x1os9 ouv'xt
Dili- rioag to Y'^ldcfarloas:' &fiG ^i.SI'i.eXo
eXlT:©® 9XiS gn^.raoiiifi t rfolBt’Ioaoo s^eilS esl'issyraf/a oS (i*>/
,
'lefl'iM ^d7 oS 'iseci.qs '^•'5 Sxat rlDije sslonalo/tyft i>r6 :
cs brragsT rlJXv^ Sxes a 9doilo ©rin- ©SaJ-illor.t cS •'i'l^io r; I
*Xi©XI;L'.t8 BS*33 ©nx
adS to Sifo W9*ig Lr.'-^Iuortq aid? . yJji/S 3 onS to ©oaeS^ogial
Sa v/ioS8txi to doXioq 8/riS gnlfloeeS nX ©ondl-iaqxs
aari ©ffioH to XXat ©rlu oS qu zoi*ieq adT lavsl oby/ig dS.'-'la SiiS
ads flTC'i’^l .8Srf^;va &ifj3 ,asXqceq ^or aai/psa ©tniS £>9:^1^^ yii»XBeio
TO «noo iBToiiBo ofi &t 9*xGidS jOnnaaaXsa&H oris oS ?»r.icH io llel
|
IdX) to orfT .ac?9*xsoTq a'fiBCf to ‘>3’ ©nrsi'^
'
,fiorri/.'lD 8di‘ ,YST*40'XI to ©dS ,ancXSBa ©riS to esXt &ii:'
TO ©no ,f)oXT©q navX^ .©vas's^i&SnX Up a coxiSo \np,m O'-
a
ufr^vo T'^rito Gfcoa as bpobost bcdI' Sud ^ tiierXirDl aX a'-.o«i
supersedeB It.
Teachers of this subject generally agree that at the
Intermediate level, this period Is the most difficult to
teach well. Frequent and abrupt changes of locale, frequent
time regressions, and countless events tend to destroy per-
spective and lead to blurred concepts on the part of the
children.
This study will not attempt to state what should be
taught, nor what method should be used. The textbook, for
better or worse. Is, In general, the source of Information
for pupils. This study will attempt by analysis to deter-
mine what Is being taught, how It Is being taught, and to
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The writer of this paper was unable to find a recent
authoritative statement of what content should be taught In
Intermediate European background history. The only refer-
ence located was The Study of History in the Elementary
Schools ^ which was published In 1912. Since It is the only
publication of this nature In the field, the writer Is
quoting It despite Its early publication date.
In subdividing the subject matter, the committee
recommends the following periodization. For the sixth
grade, those features of ancient and medieval life
which explain either Important elements of our civil-
ization or which show how the movement for discovery
and colonization originated. A few great incidents
or tsrpical characters of the ancient and medieval world
have been added because these memories are a part of
the universal heritage of mankind."
In the volxime Just quoted, the authors list In
outline form the content for grade six. The following
partial listing Is applicable to this study.
C. The heirs of the Romans
1. The Germans
2. Alfred and the English
3. How the English began to win their liberties
4. How the people lived In the Middle Ages
5. The Church In the Middle Ages
1 James Alton James, Chairman, The Study of History
In the Elementary Schools , Report to the American Slstorlcal
ffisoclatlon by the Committee of Eight (New York: Charles
Scribner* s Sons, 1912)
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D. Pilgrimages, Crusades, Commerce
1. Pilgrimages
2. Crusades
3. Results of the Crusades^
In addition to Indicating rather specifically the
content for grade six, these authors also have some recom-
mendations as to the method. It Is evident from examination
of textbooks used at this grade level that there exists
little agreement as to the presentation of events with
regard to time sequence. On this point, the report Is
definite but Inconclusive.
Time is another element In the logic of history,
for an event may be a result with reference to what
preceded It and a cause to what followed. To know,
therefore, when an event took place adds to our power
of Interpreting Its meaning. . . .^
The Importance of the time concept In middle-grade
history Is thus emphasized, but the specific application
of this principle Is left to the discretion of the author
and teacher.
In the following general terms, the report cites
the need of biographical material In the elementary study
of history.
Special emphasis should be given to personal force,
because It Is truth In the concrete and the great life
principles as they have been embodied In the Individ-
ual man that win the deep interest of the boy or girl
^ PP* 34-41
4 Ibid., p. 104
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In the grammar school.®
The amount of Illustrative material In Intermediate
history textbooks varies greatly In size, amount, and
nature. The writer of this paper could find no specific
recommendations as to what Illustrative material should be
Included. The Seventeenth Yearbook of the National Council
for Social Studies, however, does list the following cri-
teria for American history textbook Illustrations. These
would appear equally applicable to European background texts.
A. Overall design
1. Smoothly woven Into the text
2. Textbook should form an artistic whole
3. Type of Illustration should suit purpose to
be served
4. Captions should be challenging
5. Should be suited to grade level
6. Should not stress the unusual
7. Should be at least half page-size
B. Photographs
1. Should be of good quality
2. Should be simple
3. Should show common things
4. Should be honest
5. Should answer affirmatively the question,
"Does It clarify a point better than words
alone?"
C. Maps
1. Should be a suitable projection
2. Should be half-page minimum size
3. Should be accurate and consistent
4. Should be clear and simple
D. Drawings and prints
1. Should use humor
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3. Historical prints should be reduced unless
functional
E. Graphic devices
1* Picture graphs should be used If possible
2* Devices should be accurate and modern^
The writer could find no research on textbook anal-
ysis of this particular period, Murphy‘s analyzed topics In
Junior hi^ school American history textbooks. He, how-
ever, based his analysis on the topics listed In the
Report of the Committee on American History In Schools
and CollegeeQ plus five which he considered of sufficient
Importance to warrant a place In his study. Walsh® and
Yagjlan^® each did a textbook analysis, but the results are
not pertinent since both deal with different periods of
® William Hartley, "Audio Visual Materials and
Techniques," Seventeenth Yearbook of the National Council
for Social Studies, Chap. 23 (Washington, D. C. : National
Council for Social Studies, 1946) pp. 307-9
Charles J. Murphy, "An Analysis of Topics In Junior
High School American History Textbooks," (unpublished
Master's thesis, Boston University School of Education,
Boston, 1948)
® Edgar B. Wesley, Editor, Report of the Coimlttee
on Amerlc^ History In Schools and Colleges of the~Amerlcan
Illstori cal Association (New Yor£: The MacMillan (Uo., 1944)
® Emily L. Walsh, "An Analysis of World War I In Ten
Junior High School History Textbooks (1936 through 1945),"
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University School of
Education, Boston, 1946)
Ralph A. Yagjlan, "An Analysis of People In Junior
High School American History Textbooks," (unpublished
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history and at a different grade level. The procedure and
methods of these studies were of value. Houston!^ analyzed
the supplementary reading references In social studies
textbooks of the sixth grade. Although this area Is within
the scope of this Investigation, his method and conclusions
are not applicable to this study.
Studies by Zetes^^ and Sartorelll^^ are not perti-
nent to this Investigation.
From the research, the following statements seem
Justified:
1. The study of European background history In
grade six Is sanctioned by usage and authoritative opinion.
2. There Is a minimum content specified for the
period 476 A.D. to 1303 A.P.
3. Time sequence is an Important factor In teaching
history in elementary schools.
4. Illustrative material Is an Invaluable aid, but
John Houston, "An Analysis of the Supplementary
Reading References In Social Studies Textbooks of the
Sixth Grrade," (unpublished Master* s thesis, Boston Unlveiv
slty School of Education, Boston, 1948)
Christie Nicholas Zetes, "An Analysis of the
Content of World History Workbooks on a Senior High School
Level," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University
School of Education, Boston, 1948)
William Arthur Sartorelll, "Course of Study In
Old World Backgrounds for a Seventh Q-rade Class in Social
Studies," (unpublished service paper, Boston University
School of Education, Boston, 1948)
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The seven textbooks chosen for this analysis were selec-
ted primarily because they are In common use In Massachusetts.
The texts are listed here with the code letter for each.
A Freeland, George E., and James T. Adams,
America's World Backgrounds, Charles Scribner's
ffons, llew ^ork, 1936
B Hartman, Gertrude, Lucy S. Saunders, and Allan
Nevlns, Builders of the Old World
,




C —- Kelty, Mary G.
,
Other Lands and Other Times,
Ginn & Co., Boston, 1942
D —- McClure, C. H.
,
Charles C. Schenck, and W. W,










F Nida, William L., The Dawn of American History
,
The MacMillan Co.TTIe^rTorF7 1928
G —- West, Ruth, and Willis M. West, The New World'
s
Foundations in the Old, Allyn & feacon,
Boston, 1944
The classifications analyzed were chosen after Inter-
views with three superintendents, four principals, and
twenty-six Intermediate teachers. In each case, the question
asked was, "In choslng a European background history text
for the sixth grade. In what characteristics are you most
Interested?" The topics upon which there was substantial
agreement were selected for this study.
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The readability was determined by using the Yoakam
Readability Formula, first developed by Doctor Q-ereld A.
Yoakam of the University of Pittsburgh In 1938. The 1948
revision of this formula was used. Grade levels of reada-
bility for each book are indicated by a whole number and a
decimal. A rating of 6.1 indicates that the book Is
correctly placed for the average child at the end of the
first month In the sixth grade.
Since organization and format do not readily lend
themselves to statistical analysis, these are discussed In
essay form for each text. The analysis Is objective In so
far as possible. The use of preview and summary, page and
type size, and the use of color are all factors in the
write-up.
One table Is presented showing the number of reading
pages In each book, the number of reading pages in the
period studied and the per cent of total pages devoted to
this period.
Chronological sequence was tabulated in a simple
manner. The topics in each text were listed In the order
In which they appear. Beginning and ending dates for each
topic were taken from the text when given, or determined by
reference to Boak, Hyma, and Slosson.l The years Interven-
1 A. E. Boak, Albert Hyma, Preston Slosson, The Growth
of European Civilization (New York: F. S. Crofts & Co., 1938)
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Ing between the beginning and ending dates for each topic
are represented on a time chart by a straight line. In this
way, it is possible to tell at a glance the amount of re-
gression or reworking of the same time period.
The topics mentioned were derived from each text as
it was examined. In general, the topics were clearly
defined so that the coverage was determinable with accuracy.
An approximate word count was made for each topic in each
text. The average number of words per line was determined,
the number of lines (allowing for Incomplete lines) counted
for each topic, and the product of these two figures taken
as the word coverage per topic. Each figure has been re-
checked at least once.
In analyzing the people mentioned, certain more or
less arbitrary criteria had to be set up. The data on this
phase of the investigation are based on the following!
1. 0 - 10 words incidental mention
11 - 100 wor^s — casual mention
101 - 500 words -— biographical treatment
500 words or more - extensive treatment
2. Actual word counts were made for incidental and
casual mention , and approximate word counts made for bio-
graphical and extensive treatment . Approximate word
counts were made in the same manner as for topics mentioned.
3. Word coverage Includes the person, his work, and
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the results of his life or work. Christ and Mohammed are
the two exceptions to this. In these cases, count was made
only of references directly to the life of each. The reason
for this restriction Is obvious. All Christian works could
otherwise be considered a part of the work of Christ, and
Moorish expansion could be similarly considered for Mohammed.
4. Captions, learning aids, and other non-textua]
materials were not counted.
Illustrative material was analyzed In several ways.
These were color or black and white; reproduction, drawing,
or photograph; charts or maps; and size. When any color
was used In a picture. It was credited under color. Line
drawings, motif Illustrations, and half-tones were con-
sidered black and white Illustrations. A reproduction
Included reproductions of paintings, frelzes, frescoes,
manuscripts, and tapestries. Drawings Included all drawings
and art work done specifically for the particular text.
Photographs Included actual pictures of landscapes, people,
ruins, etc. A chart was considered to be any table which
presented statistical data. Maps Included all maps regard-
less of size or projection.
Learning aids were analyzed as to number and type.
Bibliography was divided Into three categories; graded,
ungraded, and annotated. Any bibliographical reference
which Indicated the reading difficulty of the reference
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was tabulated under graded . If the reference was not
accompanied by comment. It was considered ungraded . A ref-
erence was considered annotated If accompanied by one or
more explanatory sentences. The number of different boohs
referred to was totalled, as well as the number of references.
Questions were tabulated In two classes: recall and
discussion. Also analyzed In this section are activity
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CHAPTER IV
DATA
Organization and Presentation ,
Text A
This text Is printed In ten-point type with topical
sentences In bold-face type. The page Is five and one-half
Inches wide and eight Inches high. Margins, reading clock-
wise from the left, are one-half, three eighths, one-half,
and seven-eighths of an Inch, respectively. It Is printed
on light-weight paper, and type and pictures show through.
In addition to chapter heading, sub-heads are used through-
out each chapter, and the topical sentence of each paragraph
Is generally In bold- face type.
The text Is heavily Illustrated. Many of these are
of one-quarter page or less In size, and several disarrange
the margin. Color Is used sparingly, appearing In only a
few Illustrations and maps. Seven excellent time lines are
ranged through the book. These are Illustrated and done In
black and white.
The text Is divided Into sixteen units with two or
more chapters In each. A brief preview precedes each unit,
and learning aids are placed at the end of each unit. An
annotated bibliography of all reading references Is located
at the back of the book. A pronouncing word list and an
Index conclude the text.
A JxsT
Ijsiilqc^ ritlw ec:\:S ^ctioq-ae^ nl Dec^nl'iq oi Sxe'J' eliiT
tlBd-&no ofiB evil a I e.dl' •eq^.i @otil-.6Iod «i aeoneJnee
-5(t3 0le :g,nl/3iS8'^ .dgi'rt fterionx ^rigie eoi’A- aedonl
,llBf!:-efio terUd^Ie es'xdvt /ilBri'-eac e^iiS <ttel edi (50‘tl eeiw
3 i Si .xlevlSnoqaa^ ,rloni na to 'jrftdaie-n‘5Vf>a
.xfguo’iriv Kcrl? lAii opx^ /lecjaq ^.n^Jtew~‘idsi.r uc
-'AUG'srii fteaju s'Sb tibeed-dira .^nii^eerl 'leiq^io oi woiiidfie nl
cies-'i Ic eeneinea iBeiqo? edi bna ./leiqBrio .rioBe dtrc
eofil-i?Iocf cl el
s'lB eeedi lo tXiveed ei SxeS edT
saf30'n^ibii> iBie-vee ijns nl aael egs^I ’lai'xnup-eno lo
rj y.Inc ni ^sni'iseqqe fceau ai ••toIoO eilJ
f.'iB aenil emii ineIXeexe nsvea .aq.eis bne snciiB’iitBirlll wel
r.i enofi bne 5siJS'i3‘'8iLrIIi e'lB ©eedT .iiood erii ngiic^idi begnBi
.e^idw bfiB donXcf
^o diitr aiinu neeixia oini Jbeblvib ai yxeS" ed^
^
T.?n/f rioBe sebsoo'iq welve^iq lei'sd A .ilojae nl r^fnetcario anoss
(ik .lltw dPRQ lo bae exi<t Ss beoxjiq ebif. sniaqeeX bna
be^'BDoI ai a«;4on9*xol0't gnibiser: XI.e *o (tdqB'^>_>n/.Xdld beJfaionnf:
OB bHA ift-tl b'xow ^(ilonisctictq A .Jicod erii lo 2iqed is
.ixei vjii^ eo.uXx-noo xebn.l
Text B
This text Is printed In twelve-point Caslon type with
heads In capitals and quotes In ten-point. This type face
Is free of excessive serifs or other ornamentation. It Is
printed on high quality bond. The page Is six inches by
eight Inches. The margins, reading clockwise from the left,
are one-half, three-fourths, seven-eighths, and one and one-
eighth Inches, respectively. The wide margins and simple
type face give this the "cleanest” page of any of the texts
examined.
Illustrations, consisting of line drawings, alternate
black and white with occasional color, and are spaced
throughout. A minimum number disarrange either margin.
This book Is divided Into ten units ranging from
pre-hlstorlc man to the finding of the new world. There are
no chapter divisions in the units, but there are twelve to
fifteen subdivisions in each, headed by a topic statement
printed In small capitals. Learning aids. Including review
questions, activity suggestions, bibliography, a skill
building exercise, and a review test are at the close of
each unit, A glossary- Index concludes the book.
Text C
This text Is printed In ten-point type with topic
statements in bold-face and new or Important words In
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few Illustrations show through. The page Is five and one-
half by eight Inches In size. Margins, reading clockwise
from the left, are one-half, five-eighths, three-fourths,
and seven-eighths Inches, respectively.
The Illustrations are varied and functional. Many
Illustrate a mechanical principle such as Irrigation, and
several Include questions In the captions. No color Is used
except for the frontispiece and two full page reproductions.
Four units make up the book, and they range from
early man to approximately 1500 A.D. These units are com-
posed of from two to eleven sections, each of which discus-
ses a different phase of the period. Learning aids are not
placed according to a fixed schedule, but are scattered
through the book.
This text Is radically different from any of the
others examined. It Includes many areas not found In other
texts, and almost completely omits biographical material.
Written almost In story form. It relates everything In
history to present day occurrences or countries. The
activity suggestions stress Items which have to do with the
child* 8 home, class, or community.
Text D
This text Is printed In twelve-point type with sub-
heads and topic statements In bold-face. It Is printed on
medium-wight paper, and no Illustrations show through.
~or:c eriT i^’orin enol^ttirt^siijllJ:
9£lx2lDOlo
^ *«i.s.ta ni etuiofri \d *ilF>ii
. '^levjt^oeq&e’T ^ftorfonJ: oxi^ii;gl©-“it®vew bri«
V,n‘5M . 5fia Jbsi^’Fv e*TB R/Joi3‘jRrf3'Bi/XIi!
has. ,noti&^Mni ch itafe alclonliq L'sf'inArioeia a
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The page le five and one-fourth by eight Inches In size.
Margins, reading clockwise from the left, are five-eighths,
one-half, three- fourths, and seven-eighths inches, respec-
tively. Each page is bordered at top and bottom by a double
color line which makes the page attractive.
Illustrations are, for the most part, large, clear,
and interesting. All are in color. Almost all are half-
page or larger, and none disarrange either margin. The text
is clear, colorful, and attractive throughout.
Text E
This text is printed in twelve-point type with sub-
heads in small capitals and topic statements In bold-face.
The page is six and one-half by eight and one-fourth inches
in size. Margins for textual material, reading clockwise
from the left, are one and one-fourth, seven-eighths, one
and one-fourth, and one and three-eighths Inches, respec-
tively. Quarter-inch margins on all sides are allowed for
illustrations. It is printed on lightweight paper and all
illustrations and text show through*
It is extensively illustrated and the majority are
half-page or larger and utilize the wide margins. There
are many motif illustrations which add to the attractiveness
of the text without serving the primary purpose of an
illustration. No color is used.
The text is set off in four divisions comprising a
ir. -’t \;d jC.i^'^iTo'i-snc ‘•r.'v
^
;:rijf{'ai A-evi*^ cv^: .
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.•^sslc wit 10 I 8ii: ; II
-‘iJ n'?!' 'lift ifaoffil' .lolo'? rr i fXi'i .'’V*
' I'^^’tbyD t b£iQ
tX'-'‘ f>i:^ . "? -^yvj!3ii'-5,r6 e''or; La« ,'xs;«*taI io
ifxsV
.»
-''tia 6<q^.X 5iT iuc^-cvXec/';^ fii bsSrii.iq ai r^Iiil
^
. ^;OAx"-^Io<i ni olqo? boa IXaiaa ni 1
}
yaa'on.t d^inoi-eao ftr;;* •Xd-aXe -^d ^larf-efio baa tJp. &1 s^eq anT ,




’:*r' ?(;'*- • VC':,:! , di -f^no i>fi«5 ©no t;'"/’ ,tteX ad-T raoi'l
-' }qaoi jiSfiyii.t s.dXri"^i^--“59'TW- bns eno baft ,r^‘iaot-‘«r?r ;>n« t
lo**: bsvrc.f.X« eift *^9bi8 XIa no hcio f
JXb 'ibCf^^r: iTdVx ewi’-::;:,X.,l no bc-JOiiq ai Si . .r.nojX?.'iJ'^i<XI 1
1
4 rij4 ;.'01 iJ.t woiiti .T:’!:e.t br.ft anoiCa'-. tJiijXX t
SIS bna bod'ai-/'. ij f J.f ^Xav.^r'naXiCs ol SI
£/-eriT . ebt'H" sxit asjfiX/wW f)ir‘-> ifegiiEX ic
EGGHfiViJ-Oa *, '- Slij O^t &bB I’T. 600 X^t.SI Ji> JLtI
X
t b tXrwO 6 •
total of ten chapters. These range from early man through
the Renaissance. Review exercises, activity suggestions,
and bibliography are placed at the end of each chapter. A
glossary and an Index complete the book.
Book P
This text Is printed In ten-point type with topic
statements In bold-face and occasional words In Italics.
The page Is five and one-half by seven and one-fourth Inches
In size. Margins, reading clockwise from the left, are
three-fourths, one-half, one and one-eighth, and seven-
eighths Inches, respectively. It Is printed on medium-
weight paper and Illustrations show through only slightly.
A majority of Illustrations are half-page or less
and many disarrange the margin. No color Is used except In
maps.
The text Is divided in four units ranging from early
man to the colonization of America. The units are not really
units, but loose groupings of topics. Each has from eight
to fourteen chapters. Motif Illustrations head each chapter.
Review questions, bibliography, and occasional review tests
are placed at the end of each chapter. A pronouncing Index
completes the book.
Text G-
This text Is printed In ten-point type with topic
statements and key phrases In bold-face. New words are




-;‘^-?'q-5fic doAB ‘i'o Jbn? 9si^ .tj.i Ofijjrlcf
afiJ 9J‘eIq£7v.-o x*%?5.{j: n« >if£'s3 8oX:j
t :2iocS
o.^qo:r ,i.ti'v era.: oq-ne? rl ai j:c«w rXi-^T
f!.t Tb*if>w Tot'ic'.i^^iir.rjc at ‘ -blod nX
sejU>r5j ii.7'''aol—'^^c bc.o r,'^V2 3 \C' '•: i‘^--:\-^nQ b*i,:-?. svXI *ai





- no f'-t SI ^:. n-!--
,
, tilt-ni
,'rJ‘^:%f Cs x.ir.c worlfi gr *. *'irfx 'T'-.j.'-o
..•.‘•-i tr.'!' '-rr - r ' '6d f'ii\ &nc*J‘:-;.'Jf'.{jill io
;a90JT.? ^"jnw ?f '^oicc c .i f5!«: o^n^^'ixn.? f/'- ’• wt*
Vlt/sa f?’tfiL' "ino.!! ilX ,w«£iV Jlf/ *i t «»iVi
v:X£^?!^)'r ? Oft B'Tti f'Slr.if jr!'*' .caiTt-riA lo treX^^s CnoXoo ftAt oJ nfim
fittjy .-aic:c? lo a^nlgnc'ia ssoel ^uo
. \£j.tqe,;if, rfo.oQ an o I tfrsJ stf 1 1.? . t^-tc/ACfo c^
’aXT'c-'t iK^c^^6^:^co t\'’U7ft’i«eXIcF '• ,;qoxd:'?5Lp v.*9*'/aH
Tf.bnX . ni t'^U'Ono'fq ,Todqj8do rfojio to i)0*=» 7n &e>o*^Iq o'rc
. AOQd f.n .' ? t ^ 1 twco
0
DiqoX iI?Xv r>q^? XrfXf^'r--nsX nX t'^rtX'rq aX Xxa? a.XXT
'J*ia 8&tfC;W KS , eoal-.'-iXo-' -”ii ?fta,airic C9Ji .On® fcCfto{n»Xt'Xc
generally Italicized, The page la five and one-fourth by
seven and five-eighths Inches In size. Margins, reading
clocltwlse from the left, are one-half, three-eighths, three-
fourths, and three-fourths of an Inch, respectively. It is
printed on medium-weight paper and few Illustrations show
through.
There are many Illustrations less than one-quarter
page which disarrange the margin. Color Is used only In the
maps, except for four full-page reproductions.
The text Is divided Into thirty-one chapters ranging
from early man to the present. All chapters are follovred by
vocabulary drill, review questions, activity suggestions,
and bibliography. Most chapters are preceded by an Intro-
duction and have a brief summary In bold-face at the end,
A pronouncing Index completes the booh.
Indiscriminate use of bold-face, quotes, and Italics
lessen the attractiveness and readability of this text.
'\l :>fM|3©'3 ,dou; rc6 'to C:i-
,
3d.?'rc'rc/4:
woiia aciulj .ri.taufl i wa't baa 'leqsq :td§ iic
';<:/t'^axri"-8no ruwi? '3nolj I'j:? ai'II t ,"nii'-s ^tb ^3•x^9JClT
nt ^fao D'iPM at -I'oIoO ,vi/.g*inai 8Xi:y 8:^>iv8^»isai»> clotaw c:5:>-,q
Y- rtc 1^0 {j"'orr^’i rvot ^c"t ^qooxe
^
'
Off?-’,.; iliii- o..^^'l^ b^^tv.t'n et c»d?
v.cf b3wol£cl 9't.^ a*ieJrj«ido fJJi. .^naos'tq aIbai ico'il
i^iHo X^l’.XsoB ,»notJi-3'Jp w©xvs#'t ^UBluefAcov
-O'Ttnf vd jbfif!B09'iq orB K'lB^^qsrio J©oK . 'sdqa'T^io^Icf Ji £>n?>
.oa«» ea;y Je ea<A^-Moc» nt Tsputpii-ci 'teJtnd b evaxi 6a.c nclcToiJh <
1
.deed -^YiS HB^t^Iqmoc XBtal snl.'',njLfono''iq A
TABLE I
READABILITY OF SEVEN INTERMEDIATE EUROPEAN BACKOROUND
TEXTS AS DETERMINED BY THE YOAKAM READABILITY
FORMULA, 1948 REVISION
TEXTBOOK YOAKAM PLACEMENT PUBLISHER'S PLACEMENT
A 5.3 Not available
B 5.8 Grade six
C 4.6 Grades four-fIve-slx
D 5.6 Grade six
E 4.6 Not available
F 7.0 Not available
G 5.7 Not available
\.< ,
I KJSAT
cm"r>n-oxoAa ai^AxatawssTwi t'tafvjB %c Y^iJiaAOAaa
YTIJIF^AGASB yAXAOY 3HT X9 G2’«Il^lT3Cr BA aTX3?
Moifiivaa sf'Ki ,.UTO?03
TPiSK*50AJe a*/lHH8Ijat^
- , 'i^.. ‘ »
[*^****-^''y^ ’ra^^ygsgfcga^tAaflW—
TASHTJAJH MAlAOY ^iOOS^XatT I ;
« »«^^29Afi9B9BSS!!KStffeflEClSBSflttfl£d99Sl2SSA2!£!S&^9iSSfiSMlaSSGBSdHk \ ^
Table I indicates a wide range of readability in
intermediate history texts. Texts C and E are suitable for
the sixth month of the fourth grade. Texts A, D, Q-, and B
are suitable for the third, sixth, seventh, and eighth
month of the fifth grade, respectively. Text F Is suitable
for the beginning of the seventh grade. Publisher* s place-
ments were not available for texts A, E, F, and 0-, but all
are sold as elementary history texts. Texts B, C, and D
are not too difficult for the grades assigned them by the
publishers.
Figure 1, which follows, is a special type of graph
designed for this paper. The units of time are marked on
the horizontal axis. Each horizontal line indicates that
the text being reported presented material dealing with the
time period covered by the line. The text then took up an-
other topic and reverted to an earlier date than the one
last mentioned. The second topic, or series of topics, is
Indicated in the figure by a second line. Each time the
text reverts to an earlier date, a new line is started.
The dotted lines serve two purposes: first, by con-
necting each horizontal line, they lead the eye through the
chronological sequence of each text; second, by being dotted,
they are not confused with those lines which have time value.
The interpretation and recapitulation of the figure
will be found on the page which follows it.
Cti *»i>iv « 8^7u,sC fi)i: ? T :iI ,:m?
^ot tL'2 ?>'’ifl K fin© C aw^Ct^T y/rc-^.-trf J.
P f-tie ,r v\ ’;^'^« » ’'•Br:>i nsiwol ‘;c r^taow fit:.:.i;
•
ftfoRvi'^ua «X 'i , ^^vi:^^)r^c30'I f*a-^ *to d.^/ior
-eoslq .i,«lIo.fr‘i . d:rfl3vctj edJ srfnrtj^dcl ^<cis
I.r,< .v(.m' ,1 ,3. ,A ''iot Jon
fl hnj ,8 .r.iwr-'it y'icJ&u?. ya«.^r!o;^cI" oXon r:-a




dqr-j;' 1o f>qy,-'^ XbXcpqs b aX ^'vol.io'l: doiriv ,I
no X^X'i 'o eiiMiJ" Ic erlT .**isqiiq eiitJ' n:cl £»onsX«‘^^J
aoJGOiXn;- c.^XX Xp.?fios.fT:orf di;fea .£.txa XscTnOvM'nod
-itXti; 3r;t,fsf>i3 LzXt-.i*xm Dt-^netsio brj-'ioq&'i
-n.<^ qi; JiooJ nedX '-nT .6i,;XJ Y.d JDenftvoo ijolms-q r.-i:XJ
/>nc- r'dX r'/T/U 'leXI'ts^? ot ftfiA oiqoJ
e* ^:'Olrro? lo seXioa io ,oXrTO.J >iico^3Q &d'r ^ ?!iBnoX jROi
8tnX7 iloaa onc^oa b ycf f)rfy nX &s?/^oXf/ni
«d6c‘-^eJs aX &nii tron fo 'i©XJ--.;3p rip c^/
-nuo yd jJaril: ;Beec»q;'Y:jq cwJ ®vo«'8 BsnXX fflT
exi-X ri^Qf/C'idJ ©dJ i3»&i yoi-?.? , on.tr. XBJno’tX'TQd doBO ^nXrcarf
3nX©G T.d ,.jror. f>3 jJXfrt rioB* I:?' XBoXi„.oXono»ixio
*?tr£nv ©ffiiJ ricifiv , £='n tX XJ*-' bo.'.r'lfir’C' ccn v.ba*.'
s^.r.f*i * “t t^riJ '';c fT'* r'.oiJjB3’<?'''C'’0^ri ^XT
woIXoX ^oidv a^r.q ©dJ ro Ini;ol od X/»:
Time A.D. 22


























































































CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF TEXTUAL MATERIAL FOUND IN






















































































































CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF TEXTUAL MATERIAL FOUND IN
MIDDLE AGES SECTION IN SEVEN SELECTED EUROPEAN
BACKGROUND HISTORY TEXTBOOKS

Figure 1 BhowB clearly that there 1b not general
agreement on the best way to arrange material chronologically
for an Intermediate text dealing with thlB period of history.
The period from 500 A.D. to 1000 A.D. has the greatest num-
ber of regressions. Texts D and E show the most extreme
regressions. This Is because these two texts deal with each
chief European nation as a unit. Text C has the least
amount of regression, but, as has been noted elsewhere In
this paper, this text Is written In story form and does not
deal with all the topics covered by the other texts exam-
ined. Texts B, F, and G- reveal substantial agreement both
In number and time of regressions.
The figure reveals that the tenth century received
more coverage than any other, being treated a total of
thirty-four times by the seven texts. Second and third
place are held by the ninth and twelfth centuries with
thirty-two and thirty-one treatments, respectively. The
least coverage was given the fifth and thirteenth centuries
with sixteen and twenty-two treatments, respectively. Since
these are the terminal dates of this study, these figures
are understandable. Treatment Is quite even for all centu-
ries from the seventh to the twelfth Inclusive. None was
treated less than twenty-nine times and none more than
thirty-four times.
vt(5« Si dv/crfs X e^ijT.r?
vXTftoi^io/.ono'irfo I^i'r^d'jc?!:! o’i i;3W i'ascf srlf no Jri^c?eoTS-c
to Bci'xeq eirfi' ri^iv; ^^niXssfi 7xai o^Tisiftein^siiil ha not
-^tyLrn add* :^Bci «G.A OOOX od" * '.A OC6 raoT'r itoi'toq orft’
on-.&n^ZB iaom vode 3 ceiB d stxeT . anc-ie af.T^eT: to -tRCf
xloss r’rriv.' ovt go j-dt 3i sIdT .er.cisa
i'lBoI n-fid”' s6ii 0 .itnt.' *4 an aoi^Bif i:s9qcat.<3 ie^iO
til e*^^/lvj>a.f9 fiad’on nsec' Si^ri aja ,t;;-:J j-»o £ tr. inuo.^s
^on aocJb X>na awot i^'iod’a jtf r;«td‘i't'»if >=!i dxed’ airii /leq/iq sixi?
-mSJv© sd’.'^sd' tqiIcTo eri? \6 fc^rjavoo ictqoi pii il/^ ri;*^ iv IiPeb
d!:?OG' in<?ari99'i35?. X^'i^nstadL'S Ibo^©'t -D bae ei.:8T -5©f:i
*arioi3a9t^8*t to sjiDiv* bfiB '•sdwn ni
bevtsoe-i ^^ois-so liviiei adJ tadd" aX.-^gvo'i oiugi'- edT
to Irto? B jbe-iB?*’:-)' !3ni'5d ^hb nBfit eg.B'tavoc stonr
5‘Yidd' bn^' bnoosG .eixacf nevaa add" '^d eeinid’ ntsyt-c^nldS
lit!/.' eei-yx/inso bns r.inin odcr \,d JbXad o'tB -joBlq
^dT e'^Xavidoaqaa'i sno-^^nrlrtt bne td-^
^'st'Tudfoo dd-naai^ldj brtB ditf^ ed,t nejvis aaw sy.a^svoo t3&«I
aoiiXe .’:l97i3'oe'q3e'r < 3ja9v3.)'BaT:.t ovri -'^Tnowi btiR nsstxta liiiv
sa^dt r.;i::d- tc, eod’BJb IsnimsJ ?dt o^in sar-^i; .
-utnao XIb lot nave stlirp al tnovTijBS'dX .sfcfBftfljstii'icobnjj ^f'ra
v^sv enoV! . "’v tex/Ioni r'i^Xo^d* ed^ oS dinavea ad? mcTt nsln
read? 910W anon bnii aeiti;? enfn-y;?nav? asd? booI bscfB.rrj
.8 9mx? wot-Y.i'JJd?
TABLE II
WORD COVERAGE BY TOPIC IN SEVEN SELECTED
EUROPEAN BACKGROUND HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
COMPONENT
ELEMENTS A B C
TEXTBOOKS
D E F G
Building 1320 470 1031 330
Byzantine Empire 1090
Christianity
Church 1051 1410 930 963 680 1793
Monasteries 665 1120 3546 1180 2450
Crusades
Actual 1177 790 370 3798 860 495 2695
Resualts 440 560 370 198 690 2230 1496
Education 290
England
Angles/Saxons/Jute 6 600 1476 360 4470 1639
Danes 650 1350 390 2630 1463
Normans 352 560 2547 150 1590 2134
Rise of liberty 704 6310 2817 500 1750 4103
Feudalism
Nature of 1254 690 460 756 390 1510 2640
Noble life 1991 2300 940 2619 1950 2900 1749
Common life 737 330 650 1908 520 2290 1705
France 1100 1110 6813 1330 1160 1419
Germany and Italy 3843






Spain 836 2520 610 2750
Teutons 2068 810 440 3888 1110 3060 3300
Towns and Guilds 748 1750 1140 3051 1400 1450 4103
Trade 290 700 324 320 1410
Vikings 780 217
XI 2Jd/*T
ar^TT'Sijae y.z oi^xt r.d 3-j/ui:-:wgo ohcv;
B:?ooa:xxsT .YHOTeiK'CimjoH^x^'^i^s
aitOCfiTAii'T
0 3 a 0 a A &T^n^liU3
- tnjltr- ~ •«.
OC^Cr ISO! 02SX ^iMXui
OC'OI fj'i X<Tn'>i 9(T i ;? a5 ?; v:5
X'Jins< fCaX'-.iiC
c^a S39 oco Oli^l xaox lirr.'ixrrlO
034*9 08X1 02.1X 653 nsX'L^ii’EQnoM
e€6;s 30 ^ oeve 0*^0 cev VVIX Xi!l/Tr;A
ee>i Oc.29 0C8 BGI CVS oaa 044 r-.liairecsH
OGS
cxax 0V>4 OcX 5VM oca c> 9 r? 1/ C\ y iioxnli\ ?5X^nA
PSM 0o39 090 oasx Ocd aenFv"
C03X QSX v^as oae sec BilRtSfloi/l
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03V5: 0X3 0£c5 &S8 n ‘eoc.
coc;-:; C50S OXXX eaes 0^> OXQ 8o02 anoCi;0T
&C'S.^ CcM COX XoOC CALL oevx Bd^V e,0Xli;O Rfiv/oT
OI>I 0S*5^ ccv (.>92
C6V
Table II Indicates that tvrenty-seven major topics
were discussed In the Middle Ages section of seven different
texts. Of these twenty-seven topics, eight were dealt with
by only one text each and one by only two texts. Three
topics—building, Spain, and trade—were mentioned by four
texts. Three topics—monasteries, Danes, and the Angles/
Saxons/Jutes—were mentioned by five texts. Four topics
—
the Church, Normans, the rise of liberty, and France—were
mentioned by six texts. All seven dealt with the Crusades
and their results, the three aspects of feudalism, Islam,
the Teutons, and the towns and guilds.
In view of the wide range of topics possible, con-
siderable unanimity Is Indicated by the fact that four or
more texts each dealt with eighteen of the twenty-seven
topics. These figures would be even more Impressive If It
were not for text C which, as previously noted. Is radically
different from the other texts examined, and was the only
text which mentioned five of the topics.
Text D covers the greatest number of topics with a
total of twenty. Texts A and G mention fourteen each;
texts C and F, sixteen each; text E, eighteen; and text B,
nineteen
«Diqoir 10?. ^r.r::? oe..’‘aoir'-i.;x XI ^/ci/bT i
"iXb 1<? (Koi^coa ae^jA ©X.f»XIK ©rft £ii ^^C'^ewoeib OT.t'^
|
^I;sy& 9'i©v r.IgXa .soiqo? fi5:V'^0-x^£^'^v^3’ ©aaiii’ ^0 . •.-‘•x©? I
eeifil' .a?xoJ 0V.7 ^inc v^X' ono X'n**^ riojse f^no Yino Ycf
‘WoJ. V- b^ricUr&m btiB ^iiXBqS ,snif>Ii.nd-«-QoXqcj
\eQf^^nk *f!iS -^n^. . .orr^a
,
.^'i^X’-.tgX-Sijnctn—ao ’qoa- aei^/r . .fxf-
—eoXqo? ii/r.‘-. ,yjxr^ svi^ \d bcncX'Xnaci:
319V-- 6:’«
^
“to ©sii ari^ ,Gi!fiai*io5' ,*;o'. LJiO ^rtt
5i-5a2x;iO &it‘T 3-I«s/) nsvoa TXA .aXXf.t xXs \:ri X>9f,cX?n&r
I
,6'Bli^X ./.-iB ^iBbust Xo eJoeqaB 'T'Fj 'ji-.^ oriX” bn&
.^.bllkt's bBK QiwoS oiX-? Xcfs , L^acJi)©'! odX
-rtco ^eXdissoq BOtcct 7.0 ©bXv Oii-X 7o v^t-r nl :
*«jo7 ,;.o^££^ toa'' Xd badjeoibnX al 'tdiffilnsr././ sXdin^XjXa
odd 7o fisadd^Xe ridXw dXjaaL r.oee Bdxtd f^-icfir>
d.t 7X 9viDD5siqj£al eio0 n?>v;> Bd bIwow 89*11/3 X 7 oaeriT .-•j-'^iGOd ,
Y '•Xe.cir<-5*.; si ^ftedCi'i >cIa.ocXv6'iq a« .doiriv 0 jxoX iol ?ofl oiow •“
!
V.X/^o Olid 8SW bHii ^beniwAX© aJxod lorfdo erid mcii
ii
.’soiood odd 7o ©vjt7 b^no it rlo.td'rf dxsd
p AdXv; oo.tqo? 7o iDcfran dr^odjee^rs erid eievoo G dx®*?
^
II
I ;ffo.c*o rieod*'i>^c7 boXdnsni D feit/j A edx&X .*c«noitfd 7o Ifidod
^
jS ?79d /.vao •riosdiisis ,E ? ;ao«a ctsodxX.; JE>xi« I ndx^d
TABLE III
WORD COVERAGE OF PEOPLE MENTIONED IN




C D E F G




Alaric 38 110 315 417
Alculn 90 15 29
Alexius 88
Alfred the Great • • 450 738 250 2140 1155
Alhazen 154
100 330
Augustine, St. . . • 24 10 295 150 176
Bacon, Roger • • • # 50
Baldwin 31
Ball, John • • • • 270 41
95
Bede 116
Benedict, St. . . • 66 105 612 87 160
Bernard, St. • • • 189
Bohemond 45
Boniface, St. • . # 13 81
Bramante 37
Caesar, Julius • . • 146 76 26
Canute 150
Charlemagne . . . • 528 760 2205 980 610 1232
Charles, Bald . . • 227
Charles, Fat . . . • 63




Clovis 95 222 288 102 340
Columba, St. • . • 63
Conrad III .... 26 137
Constantine • • • 59 40
Cornwallis • . • • • 6
Edgar 54
Edward the Confessor 198 54 161
Egbert ...... 207 49
Eric the Red ... 90 6
Etienne of Cloyes 98
Francis, St. . . . • 650 270 36 308
Frederick II . . . • 252
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WORD COVERAGE OF PEOPLE MENTIONED IN
THE SEVEN TEXTBOOKS ANALYZED
COMPONENT TEXTBOOKS
ELEMENTS A B C D E F G
Frederick Barbarosea 381 20 161
Gerber 18
Godfrey 28 30 680
Gregory Pope 585
Gregory, Pope . . . 150 140 165
Grlndecobb 80








Joan of Arc .... 286 774
Justinian 12
King Arthur .... 59 15 43
King Charles (Fr.) . 81
King Charles V (Sp.) 95
King Edward I ... 81 250 252 270 179
King Ethelred • . . 12
King Ferdinand . . 100 68 702 702 640
King Henry I . . . . 71
King Henry II ... 150 1080
King Henry III . . . 426 230 124
King Henry IV (Ger.) 307
King Henry VII . . . 62
King Henry of Burgundy 88
King Henry the Fowler 315
King John 220 750 576 98 440 1144
King Philip II (Sp.) 168
King Rlchard(Llon-h.
)
90 747 28 315
King Richard II . . 800
Landseer 3
Leif Erickson . . • 72 21 58
Leonardo de Vinci 9
Lothalre 60
Louis VII ..... 26
Louis IX (St.) . . . 121 297 197
270
Louis (Ger.) .... 245





WORD COVERAGE OF PEOPLE MENTIONED IN
THE SEVEN TEXTBOOKS ANALYZED
COMPONENT TEXTBOOKS
ELEMENTS A B C D E F G
Michelangelo • • • • 9
Mohammed 357 180 250 675 220 650 363
Nelson (Lord)* . . • 20
Nicholas (Crusader). 134
Odo 80
Omar (Calif) • • • • 672
Otto the Great . . • 1035
Patrick (St.). • . • 8 71 36
Pelayo 70
Pepin 189
Peter the Hermit . • 48 189 880 121
Philip II (Fr.). . . 28




Philip the Falr(Fr.) 306
Queen Bertha .... 26
Queen Elizabeth • • 31
Queen Isabella . • • 100 68 702 75 540
Queen Mary (Scots) . 31
Raphael 9
Raymond of Toulouse. 10
Reynolds 3
Roderick 40
Rolf (Rollo) .... 136
Saladln 162 57 41
Simeon (Bishop) . . . 114
Simon de Montfort * 620 230 120 297
Steven (Co\mt) . . . 60
Tancred 8
Theodora 12
Thomas a Becket . • 31
Turner 3
Tyler (Wat) .... 360 187
Urban (Pope) .... 90 360 160 225 341
Valens (Emp. ) ... 23 110
Vortlgen 80
V7alter the Penniless 13 81 280 121
Wellington 6
West, Benjamin . . . 4
William, Conqueror . 141 414 1773 150 1140 385
Wycllf, John .... 88
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Table III shows startling differences In the treat-
ment of people by the seven texts examined. A total of 121
different people were mentioned In the Middle Ages sections
of these texts. Of these 121, the largest number was men-
tioned by text D which dealt with fifty-seven of them. Text
Gr holds second place with forty-five people, followed by
text A, forty-one; text F, forty; text B, twenty-six; text E,
twenty-one; and text C, seven.
In type of treatment, text D Is In first place with
fourteen people receiving extensive treatment. Text F treats
nine people extensively, followed by text B, five; text G,
four; text E, two; text A, one; and text C, none. The
totals of people treated biographically are as follow;
texts D and G, twenty-four; texts B and F, fourteen; text A,
ten; text E, five; and text C, two. The totals for casual
mention are higher, and are distributed as follows: text A,
twenty-one; text D, nineteen; text F, seventeen; text G,
sixteen; text E, twelve; text B, seven; and text C, three.
Few people were given Incidental mention. The greatest
number was found In text A which had nine, followed by
texts C and E, two; text G, one; and texts B, D, and F, none.
In all texts, there were a total of 237 references or
treatments. Of these 237, fourteen were Incidental, ninety-
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Of the 121 people mentioned, only Mohammed was treated
by all seven texts. Four people appeared In six of the
seven texts. The people were Mohammed, Charlemagne, King
John, and William the Conqueror. Five of the texts had
twelve people common to them. These were Alfred the Great,
St. Augustine, St. Benedict, Charlemagne, Clovis, King
Edward I, King Ferdinand, King John, Mohammed, Pope Urban,
Queen Isabella, and William the Conqueror. A majority of
the texts, four, were In agreement on only nineteen names
out of a total of 121. These names were Alarlc, Alfred the
Great, St. Augustine, St. Benedict, Charlemagne, Clovis,
St. Francis, Harold, King Edward I, King Ferdinand, King
John, King Richard the Lion-hearted, Mohammed, Peter the
Hermit, Pope Urban, Queen Isabella, Simon de Montfort,
Walter the Penniless, and William the Conqueror.
Seventy-one names of a total of 121 were mentioned
by only one text.
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TABLE IV
FREQUENCY OF VISUAL AIDS FOUND IN SEVEN SIXTH-GRADE
EUROPEAN BACKGROUND HISTORY TEXTS BY COLOR,
SOURCE, GRAPHIC DEVICES AND SIZE
COMPONENT TEXTBOOKS
ELEMENTS A B C D E F G
Color
Color 3 20 55 2 2
BlacX/Whlte 51 40 25 53 57 102
Totals 54 60 25 55 53 59 104
Source
Reproduction 20 1 1 10 67
Drawing 6 52 11 47 49 35 16
Photograph 20 5 10 17
Graphic devices
Charts/Dlagrams 2 1 4
Maps 6 6 4 8 4 4 4
Totals 54 60 25 55 53 59 104
Size
One-fourth page 22 27 4 8 13 27 52
One- third page 8 12 2 5 6 5 2
One-half page 12 15 14 20 14 15 29
Three-fourths page 10 3 4 7 15 1
Full page 2 3 1 15 3 11 20
-More than one page 2 1
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Table IV Includes only visual aids found In the sec-
tion examined In each text. It Indicates great variety In
the use of every type of visual aid. The totals ranged
from twenty-five In text C to 104 In text 0, with texts A,
B, D, E, and F containing between fifty- three and sixty
apiece. In all except text D, black and white aids far
outnumber colored ones. Texts B and D are the only two
which use a significant amount of color.
In all texts except A and Q-, visual aids were, for
the most part, drawn for the specific text. Both A and 0-
draw heavily on reproductions and photographs.
Texts D, E, F, and 0 have no charts or diagrams, but
all contain maps of this period. Texts C, E, F, and G- have
four maps each, texts A and B have six each, and text D has
eight.
Forty-seven per cent of all the visual aids are of
less than half-page size. Texts C, D, and E have the least
per cent of small aids. Texts B, F, A, and Q-, In that order,
have the greatest per cent of small aids. There are fifty-
eight aids one page or larger In size, comprising fourteen
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TABLE V
LEARNING AIDS ANALYZED BY TYPE AND NUMBER
FOUND IN SEVEN SELECTED EUROPEAN
BACKGROUND HISTORY TEXTS
COMPONENT TEXTBOOKS
ELEMENTS A B C D E F G
Bibliography
Ungraded 56 11 67 49
Graded 7
Annotated 35 24
Total references 35 24 0 56 18 67 49
Number of different
books referred to 35 23 55 18 33 34
Questions
Recall 13 4 7 54 87 30
Discussion 24 8 34 13 9
Total questions 37 12 41 54 0 100 39
Activity suggestions 21 14 27 30 28 19 35
Test Items
True-False 12
Completion 20 8 62
Matching 10 5
Total test Items 0 30 0 0 13 74 0
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Table V deals only with those learning aids which
appear In that section of each text analyzed. Wide differ-
ences are apparent In all categories except one. Only texts
A and B had annotated bibliographies. Text C listed no
supplementary reading references and texts D, E, F, and G
gave reading references without Indicating content or
difficulty. Text F had the largest number of references
with sixty-seven.
Of the six texts which Included bibliography, four
Indicated different references each time. Texts F and G
used parallel texts to which they referred often. Text D
listed the most references with fifty-five.
Recall and discussion questions ranged In number from
zero for text E to one hundred for text F. The median
number of questions Is thirty-nine and the mean Is forty and
four- tenths. Texts A, C, and G group closely around these
two figures. Recall questions predominate by a ratio of
more than two to one.
More unanimity appears In activity suggestions, as
evidenced by the relatively narrow range of twenty-one
points. The mean Is twenty-five and the median, twenty-
seven. Texts A, C, D, and E most nearly approximate these
figures.
There are great differences In the Inclusion of test
Items In the texts. Texts A, C, D, and G have none, text E
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than three to one.
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TABLE VI
PER CENT OF PAGES DEVOTED TO THE PERIOD 476 A.D. TO










A 472 81 17
B 447 121 27
C 397 69 17
D 501 222 44
E 378 83 22
F 506 192 38
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Table VI Indicates marked differences In the propor-
tion of space allotted the period analyzed by the seven
texts. The range Is from seventeen to forty-four per cent.
The mean Is twenty-nine per cent and the median Is twenty-
seven per cent. Text D gives most time to this period with
forty-four per cent. Text F Is second with thirty-eight
per cent, followed by text G-, thirty-five per cent; text B,
twenty- seven per cent; text E, twenty- two per cent; and
texts A and C with seventeen per cent each.
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One of the purposes of this study was to summarize
the conclusions In order to facilitate the choice of a text
with regard to the area studied. A brief suraraary of each
text appears to be the beet way to serve this purpose.
General conclusions, Indicated by the data, follow these
summaries.
Text A
This text Is printed In ten-point type on a five and
one-half by eight Inch page. The stock Is light and
Illustrations show through. It Is well Illustrated, has
excellent time lines, and has a fine annotated bibliog-
raphy. The readability by the Yoakam Formula Is 5.3.
It has six chronological regressions. It deals with
fourteen of a total of twenty-seven topics and Is In
agreement with the majority of texts examined In choice
of topic. It deals with forty-one of the 121 people.
Of this number, thirty are given casual or Incidental
mention and eleven are given biographical or extensive
treatment. Most visual aids are In black and white, and
forty of the fifty-four are reproductions or photographs.
More than half the Illustrations are less than a half-
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average In number of reading references, but Is below
average In study questions and activity suggestions. No
tests are Included. It devotes elghty-one pages or 17
per cent to this period. This Is a tie with text C for
least per cent of coverage.
Text B
This text is printed in twelve-point type on a six by
eight Inch page. It is printed on bond with wide mar-
gins, and Is the most attractive of the texts examined.
The readability by the Yoaham Formula Is 6.8. Chrono-
logically, it regresses nine times. It deals with
nineteen out of twenty-seven topics and agrees with the
majority of texts on all except two topics. It deals
with twenty- six of the 121 people, giving casual mention
to seven, and biographical or extensive treatment to
nineteen. One-third of the visual aids are In color
and all but one were drawn specifically for this text.
Two-thirds of the illustrations are less than half-page,
but few disarrange the margin. It has the third fewest
reading references, but all are annotated. It has the
second fewest study questions, the least number of ac-
tivity suggestions, and has the second most test Items,
It devotes one hundred one pages or 27 per cent of the
text to this period, ranking It fourth In seven.
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Text C
This text le printed In ten-point type on a five and
one-half by eight inch page. The stock is light but of
good quality and few illustrations show through. The
readability by the Yoakam Formula is 4.6. It has three
chronological regressions, which is the least of any
text. It deals with sixteen out of twenty-seven topics,
but only eleven of these are mentioned by other texts.
It deals with only seven people and of these, five re-
ceive casual or incidental mention. The remaining two
receive biographical treatment. It has the fewest
visual aids of any text and none are in color. Drawings
outnumber other sources by two to one. Three-fourths
are half-page or larger, and the illustrations are, for
the most part, functional. No test items are Included
and no reading references are given. It has the median
position for both study questions and activity sugges-
tions. It devotes sixty-nine pages or 17 per cent of
the text to this period. This is a tie with text A for
the lowest per cent. The text covers only to about
1500 A.D. and does not take in the age of discovery and
colonization.
Text D
This text is printed in twelve-point type on a five
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to T'loo ^isq VX no as^aq enXa-^:2x2e aB-Tovob 21 . ^rtoiJ
ncl A 2X32 d2Xw eiu 3 al a2dT .bo in or Bir:2 o2 2xo2 fif.t
2oods o2 YXr.c yif^voo 2xo2 adT .^aoo noq taawcX &d2




»vit B no 0<ty 2 2nioq--svl9v;2 fix be^nlnq ai 2xe2 *!ir.T
-I'jffcooi ’3i jioo<t8 9dT icfti va tiSnuo't-:no i-n«
weight and Illustrations do not show through. Colored
borders at the top and bottom of each page add to the
attractiveness of this text. It is second only to text
B in quality of format. The readability by the Yoakejn
Formula is 5.6. It has nine chronological regressions,
three of which give the complete story of England,
Spain, and Portugal. It deals with twenty of a total of
twenty-seven topics, only two of which are not mentioned
by any other text. It deals with fifty-seven of a total
of 121 people. This is more than any other text. Of
these, nineteen receive casual mention and the remaining
thirty-eight are given biographical or extensive treat-
ment. All visual aids are colored and all are drawings
prepared for this book. Three-fourths of the aids are
half-page or larger and none disarrange either margin.
The reading references are ungraded and are the great-
est number of different books referred to by any text.
It has the second largest number of study questions and
an average number of activity suggestions. No test items
are Included. It devotes two hundred two pages or 44
per cent of the text to this period. This is the largest
proportion of any text examined.
Text E
This text is printed in twelve-point type on a six
and one-half by eight and one-fourth inch page. The
ton oh unotfn*tS^.vil.t '‘vA'^
p;i» C't ^06 •^'y/jo to wottod bna qo-t ad.t t.f? at^iMod
sz'-ft 07 ;:tp.o t-iooaa ?jJ utrit *}:o •i -i&niiv;
!To?l.>?-c’.^ id vt .»j »c?.‘ ',:>.& 9»r c-rlT , tc , ' lliUJp .-1 :I
,
eniif ts*?ft tT . ?t a^^fe.^o'^
/ rir.It^nSf to Y,'to *2 at yi.cT!Ot^ dni.iv to oa-irit
to i stor; A to doiv^ tt . f.'nsc ,ntngS
i^ser'c:'-.' naw ton ant dniriv^ to o'^t tt'.^'V''ji!-y;wfn?‘vt
Xoac.' --itiV' tl . ' Vbt ri 0dtj v«o -^td
’' £‘‘'’‘0 ii'TOflp- -jt/iT *«'*..ro©a ItX tc:
n ‘>d? £ae. ncttirsfifi ftvJeo.o's neot'infn
-* *io I>:o.'.:iq'Vi7iO f.d ana
v.'nr. 7\-: \''rb s'ia IIx; f>no .t^irroloo S'-:e' (vtipi lawo (v , ‘ri^.-nr
r-:-? c’tlt to Bd.1 'iu'^t“9?.'s;r: ,jiocd r - -ic'l
***.£3'^'’'^''' cja/ ‘iTirp^ld tnon dno 'lijof-.. no .'’3:.
e>rt an/H tns feofy^rr'^ni; a'^iB •«,’•? S-r. rv>’,: .n 0;
,
-
'o-^c yd ot os'inists'i tnanattth to ic-rroi: t ;?
«>>s »^n<' t taexfp a to •^ac<r; ;n ftnoosa srit 'sari cri
t«y:; oi! - iiio-f-tctj^iius itJtvitoG to ’r^'^dni/n c^sn.--7£ n/s
ifh '70 BO>^-q owt b^'lhcwti ont S9?017»fi , . tUXCiXt M'IJ4
odt oj- t?./d? *"’ot'r«*q a£rlt ot tx«>t to Tf'q
..b’aniftiaxe- *Z0? Y.nA to nott'ic-qc'T.q
£
Atn 0 nd f'q’ccf n£ oeJnf'tq al y fr.T
sfiT - dorx ddnirot-eno br.a y;d ti*.r -«nc .''na
stock is light-weight and all Illustrations and text show
through. The readability by the Yoakam Formula Is 4.6.
It has eight chronological regressions. It deals with
eighteen of a total of twenty-seven topics, and Is In
agreement with a majority of the other texts on all
topics chosen. It deals with twenty-one of a total of
121 people. Only text C deals with less. Of this twen-
ty-one, fourteen receive casual or Incidental mention
and seven receive biographical or extensive treatment.
It has the median number of learning aids, all of which
were drawn for the book. No color Is used. Three-
fourths of the illustrations are half-page or larger.
Many of these cover parte of two pages and utilize the
wide margins to border the textual material. The text
has the second fewest reading references, eleven of
which are ungraded. There are an average number of
learning aids, the median number of test Items, and no
study questions. It devotes eighty- three pages or 22
per cent of the text to this period. It ranks third
from the bottom in this respect.
Text F
This text is printed In ten-point type on a five and
one-half by seven and one-fourth inch page. The stock
Is medium-weight and illustrations show through only
slightly. The readability by the Yoakam Formula is 7.0,
<xu: XI» bnj^ r KoCvts
al tsl'juno'i Kid.siX)ii9T[ ftril aiSi^o'tri^
.rfjivf eI;?eJi5 :tl . Xjiv.t:<ioXoac'jiic .‘‘''fiviXs ^’X
al sX iyj<j3 ^ef'ivjol' fo f.A^c:f fi lo ned3‘jXsX*>’
IXa no ':iJ.r^;t ‘>iir o rfXiw Jnr:>R!9.^'xSi^
'Vo^Xa^'or s 1:o eno-v jn'?-.-:t JXX'- sXi^oXv .nefiorfo
sids' 20 ,'ia^X .3lx5&I-» D :fxe^ YlnO . : Xqo?*rj ISX
nol:'rne£n li:tnsr!.foffi ^le lAiJaxio sv,t30s-i n^e^^irol ^‘'no-*^x
*'tnr.fr3uS5)'i-' ov ‘TO XxioXifqv/oioXc ovI^oo'X nsvf-is brm
iii:,Xrxw 2c XX.«t ^<>DXe SfiXme'')! *U) s/iid
a; TCXO'.J wiCOCf 3llJ 'TQ't n>Te*lJ? t^'XDW
.'TS^i^X *:;c ->Mii -jx;oiJB‘i3-«suJIX edit 3d?'ii;oX
ssXr^Ji/ bag 'lo at'TBq 't-jvoo to
J-xeJ 6r^7 * crf:^ •i^.otoQ c-t ^'^!^;?/Tsi!J ©XXV
to /i9 veX'^ ,oQon'r"T»toT Xc^vrst bnooes ebf n.p>d
'tc 'lodiTua na otje e*iSiiT .XebsT^jr.y aiB itotdw
on bae ,‘-iC'?;r.t TaaX to 'ladiaijn nBibr-a irft ^2£>i.ts ^jnlri'iBsX
SS t;o ao^x.-’q j- :td:sX» so^ov&b 'Jl .2aoi:^ yeiJP \b^^B
b.ld'i B7itim ^X el/iJ- c^ cd;f to >-^nao 'loq
.todqa^^'T ^IdS at fzo^'too edl mo'tt
^ crxeT
rn/i sv.ft f! no n.t beXiiiiq ti «XclT
ioo^a 9dT dS^uot~-no ban nevoa ^d tXau-^-no
Xino d^wo*ixiJ worig 3fxoi^o*i^et(XXX bfiB Jriiilo'^'-iJTi/Xbrflj Bt
ai. sXju-m-ic'5 iSBiscY efi^ ^^Xlldebafti sr:r .v.IXosXXr.
the highest of any text examined. It has seven chron-
ological regressions. It deals with sixteen of a total
of twenty-seven topics and Is In agreement with a
majority of the texts In choice of topics. It deals
with forty of the 121 people and Is the median In this.
Seventeen people are given casual mention and twenty-
three are given biographical or extensive treatment.
It ranks third In n\amber of visual aids with fifty-
seven In all. Of these, only two maps use color. All
were drawn for this book. More than half of the aids
are less than half-page size and many disarrange the
margin. It has the greatest number of reading refer-
ences with sixty-seven. These, however, refer to
thirty-three different books and are ungraded. It has
the greatest number of study questions and the most test
Items, but ranks second from the bottom In activity
suggestions. It devotes one hundred ninety-two pages
or 38 per cent of the text to this period. It ranks
second from the top In this respect.
Text G
This text Is printed In ten-point type on a five and
one-fourth by seven and five-eighths Inch page. The
stock Is medium-weight and few Illustrations show
through. The use of straight text, quotes. Italics, and
bold-face all on one page materially reduces the attrac-
:?’X xr'js> tc arf^
Ib::-Cw' .n to nse.'tx.t?? .«n-’ifec«oT' :^‘i "Inol- oio
s?- JiiG ao3oyi.r- pi jt bn:’, ac tcroJ nov^r-'^.tnow.'? to
fsXf:* 3 f' :>! .jotrro^' ’ro Goiodo ni Go';t to x:;.3i‘xot.«3aj
aX n.-jXbsis a:it p,I olqosq IV?J erld" to v;*TOt iluix;
-'i*nGV3' bfje PO\-Pfi.cf I;ii.ib£iO novX;< olqoec. •G?vcfnevD?l
,:o TG lBO.I:arn"TS:oX.cf f.’t.o ?ioo:ioJ
y
-'{Xw sjaXa XiiO^.:Xv to 'le^Xcu/n ri
XX. .'xoXcc odU eqin y;£no ,seert'J '1. .J£j3 n.i nevaa
55bi.il oili to t.rad -i-ioM *loocf 9.t;i£ *i:ct itK^anb otcw
95C!*T7S^io ’tiiiim ^.t.tPi asfiq'-tlo.ft nsr.v asal
SnibBuT: to ‘jcftarn .tasic'St^j arlcf OBfi < if.:§o:Bai
oi 'xato'i ,^ov'‘>v/od ,a*OiiT . rrov-ba- ^^xi a aiiiv ooor;©
asol il .bobpngnir bos sii'ccd ^f(£n,"ttib
taoii f!3om Sil^ bns ^nol^n:Z'UO '{bu^a to ^tedmun oat
YtXv/.Joa ni oiOo^od arU iao*xt bnooofl tod < .:n^Jl
G9g3iq cwt“-x:t£ir.J:ii bo'ibriofi eno eatcveb tl . ^ncitasj^x
^
oe'i tl ,'ici'teq 5iir.t ct txot edt to tfiBo -leq 6^ to
^ioeqea'.^ sidt ni qoJ orit nott bH'-oyn
C txaT
bnp. av'it B no *=5q^t tnioq-nau ni batni'iq ?.x ixpt 'jiriT
oj-:? xiorj.C Q.itdrJie-f^vit bnB nsvoe vd nt‘ijL/v'^-sao
uofts Bao.t?«T:t'^.oXii vat Ms tdsiow-ato t -9i:i ai ioota
£>/u' ,aoil3 .t.t ,tret trisisita to oftn e:tt' .droiOTr.t
-os-iois oilt aaoi/b-OT ^Ilei'iatAifi 93 .3^ ouc no XXs .c.
-. - # . - r _- /dL*-» -7»|- * r
tlveness and readability of this text. It la the least
attractive of the seven texts examined. The readability
by the Yoakam Formula la 5.7. It has seven chronologi-
cal regressions. It deals with fourteen of a total of
twenty-seven topics and Is in agreement with the
majority on choice of topic. It ranks second In dealing
with forty-five of a total of 121 people. Of these
forty-five, seventeen receive casual or Incidental
mention and twenty-eight receive biographical or exten-
sive treatment. It has the greatest number of visual
aids of any text examined. All except two of these are
black and white. Three-fourths of the aids are either
reproductions or photographs. Slightly more than half
are less than half-page size and disarrange the margin.
It has, however, more full page aids than any other text
exsjnined. It ranks third In number of reading refer-
ences, but none are graded or annotated. It has the
median number of study questions, the most activity
suggestions and omits test Items completely. It devotes
one hundred thirty-five pages or 35 per cent of the text
to this period. It ranks third from the top in this
respect.
The following conclusions appear Justified by the
data presented In Chapter IV.
1. The majority of Intermediate textbooks In European
"fl f-'ihiJ ':o v.ii' { X.tditbr'j-'T bi%f,
'C-f I [ f<ir-by-\'^i'x e/f.'I - nyvea v«?xix 'to * a
- lT.‘CSon.o*z:io ii'iv-ri t!£Xi .,?,3 ’-ht ftii/anc'i .'•43'
•^iO ir^S’od’ H '0 d3iw 31 , 'ir-.oiacj^xrjrx Ir*o
eif.^ riifivv' 3n9iT.5'6n£:aB nl a I bna asiqo?
nl bnrj 0'>2 •?-rn.s'i XI . • XqcX 'to ^oloxio aIo v::/
'"'lO .c^Iqosa X.SXC Xo IfiXot b '>o s*v1'^-yX‘uc 1' fixlw
r^Xn ^Dioal ''lO f£l'J,'lj.i:0 ? •'.'• f 9 0
-:J9JX9 l5'0 £r'qiJ-i^550X •! HOWX b«B
C«>7?ilv to n.e6mhjn te.o-t«sTS srft aari XI 9vi<5
<:C9dt to ovX XqBCxs IIA .bonimflxs to
••lOilXXf 90-ie afcli? ©dX 3.r> Siix*n;o'it-69'id? .ntiriv bna Tiocivi
'rl-d HBflX ©'Ton: xltd’;- X.i.^. * \aqB‘i?joXonq 0:0 f3/iotXo;ji;o'iq. t
.r.iy'iAin ©fit ©gus'i'T^aib .cnr, e.-^Cs rsieq-tisti ^-.a^L otA
Xx-5X n.^fiX aiblB 9r-"-cr riot ^-loai ,*i6V3vofl cl
- :0 '!n‘r O’l lo todfiuri ill H 2lrtP^^ XI ,&-jnlasr KB
9ii3 iBjci XI * b9ctijXonri9 to a'TB ©aon X^d ,Gaon*?
*:“'.fvXX?>.e Xaopf oriX ,f5aoIXacx=p lo led'r.Jffj oslbow
a9Xo-'iv3 XI .vioXafq£Poo aciaX.c XaaX aXirco 3njs enoIXaes^L'^^
XxgX Qdx to XK90 Tiaq Sc> 10 aa^Bo ov ^ 'r--\;t*rlilt bo'tbfiL'il ©iio
siflX nl qol 9tic moo:! b'xidX eiLiet XT. ,3oi'i©q alxiX rx
-.' oocao'i
orfX f'Bflxlkut ^eauqs onoi^iul'^-noo an/.v^oXIct ©fi?
,-VI 'taXqarlC ai 3aXj:ar*o»tq
rs/i&qo'it/H rtl 35focdX::©X f^jiaXni io tnot :^.«r *I
background history are best suited for upper fifth or sixth
grade children.
2.
There Is no substantial agreement among textbook
authors as regards the chronological sequence of Middle Ages
history.
3. There Is substantial agreement among textbook
authors and between authors and authoritative opinion on the
content of the Middle Ages section of European backgroiind
history texts.
4. There Is little agreement among textbook authors
regarding which people shall be discussed and to what extent
they shall be discussed.
5. Textbooks, In general, contain too many small
pictures. Textbook authors and publishers should check all
visual aids more carefully against existing criteria.^
6. There Is little agreement among textbook authors
In the preparation and use of reading references.
7. There Is little agreement among textbook authors
as regards the proportion of the total text to be devoted to
the Middle Ages In European background history texts.
The absence of recent research on this topic would
Indicate that the entire field of European background history
needs to be reviewed and redefined. Without substantial
Cf. ante, p. 51
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7/;oTr'Xa ba.iiO’Tg:lc)3,6 aao'-fcvi;<.; ni, in*
oXucH* .7lqot Qld.T nc iir..'T.'»f:9©'r tneo©'' \c *'vn.jcdje» I'iiT
'Cicir ytcl .tjn;rc*T5^3iai5d i:?.f./qo‘r.tfl^ to Wnit S'l »' av tiini
I.e -7r.7J5-, J^od?.?V? .*.bnXteI>6rr bmi «d e-* oor •
.jAI
agreement among textbooks, and lacking authoritative opinion,
It Is Impossible for Intermediate teachers to teach this
subject comprehensively and clearly.
5 rrfj f(0B9 ^ a^eiloaot 9^8-^i9Rt'X«tni sldfeaoqa.t at
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